NEW BAPTISTRY OF IMMACULATE CONCEPTION CHURCH TO BE BLESSED ON TUESDAY EVENING.

EPWORTH LEAGUE DISCUSSION.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON.

LATIN AMERICANS SEE A WAR CLOUD

FLAGE OF LOCUSTS ASSAULS ARGENTINA

NOTES OF PROGRESS IN LATIN AMERICA

NEW RULE NEEDED FOR DANISH ISLES

CUPA TO BE HOST TO AMERICAN NATIONS

MEXICAN NEWS NOTES.

COMMISSARY HURTS PANAMA CITIZENS

ARGENTINA AFFECTS NEW CONSUL GENERAL

LATIN AMERICANS SEE A WAR CLOUD

 Failure of Proposed A. B. C. Conference Rouses Some Radicals.

 STORY OF A SECRET PACT

 TRAINS EVEN STALLED

 NOTES OF PROGRESS IN LATIN AMERICA

 NEW RULE NEEDED FOR DANISH ISLES

 MCPA TO BE HOST TO AMERICAN NATIONS

 MEXICAN NEWS NOTES.

 COMMISSARY HURTS PANAMA CITIZENS

 ARGENTINA AFFECTS NEW CONSUL GENERAL